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**STYLE GUIDELINES**

- An abstract (up to 100 words) should be included with the final manuscript, along with a few keywords.

- American spelling and punctuation should be used throughout.

Quotations should be within double quotation marks, single within double; closing quotation marks should be placed outside commas and periods. Long quotations of five or more lines should be indented without quotes.

Dates should be given in the form December 21, 1999; 1994–98; the 1990s; the twentieth century.

- References:

The Journal follows *The Chicago Manual of Style* (Humanities). References to books, journal articles and dissertations should be given in shortened form in an endnote (e.g. Neumann, *Land and Desire*, 156–58) with a full version given in a list of references at the end of the article. Newspaper, archival and web references should be given in full in the endnotes and should not be included in the list. Note numbers should appear in superscript (Word endnote tool) and be placed after any punctuation marks (except the dash, which they precede).

Ibid. should be used where possible, but should be avoided if the previous note contains more than one source. Do not use idem, op. cit., loc. cit., ff.

Internet references should be avoided as much as possible. If used, they should include the date when the website was last accessed.

Works in the list of references should be listed alphabetically by last name of author; if there are two or more items by the same author, list them alphabetically by title of the work (ignoring initial The, An and A). Examples:


[Hebrew titles should be given in transliteration followed by the English translation in brackets]